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Strong wings pathfinder

View Full Version : [Pathfinder] Is flying worth three feats? Jeivar2013-02-16, 04:16 PM We developed an itch to play an Aasimar paladin, and I came across special Aasimar racial feats ( while considering the builds. Especially Angelic Blood -Angelic Flesh - Angel chain of wings. Having really real angel wings sprouting from the back of my character obviously uses it to be strong
(though not too fast) to dig and fly. But can you channel three all feats guaranteed ENOUGH or useful if you were lying hands or opening a cool melee? I haven't really played much pathfinder, and I just don't have a lot of eyes for optimizations in systems. Recommend? Ranos2013-02-16, 04:40 PMWhile cool and fluffy, the talent is really not worth it. I am sad. If you want the
ability to fly as a paladin, ties are an easier way to go. There's Mount Dire Bat, which costs 450gp. Then there's The Holy Holiest Archetype Paladin. From the 8th, he can get a flying passenger as a plane ally for free. And otherwise, there are always magic items. Xerxus2013-02-16, 04:48 Pm Now, don't underestimate humble angel wings! It's pretty nice to know in itself to avoid
falling damage. But real fun ceases to be one of your few unna natural magic flying abilities! Destroying the magic - that's fine. Somebody's going to kill your ride, that's fine. Storms and strong winds - big problem. Indeed, in areas where you can't bring a passenger (like into a cave) that can be a real advantage flying, there's undispellable flying imo that's a sure blessing!
Glyphstone2013-02-16, 05:04 PmKimse said the non-magic flight was bad ... but three feats, even Pathfinder, cost quite a great deal. What you need to consider is weighed against how often you expect to be without flying assembly and in a situation required to fly. Lord_Gareth2013-02-16, 05:05 PMWorth three feats? But for melee, flight is everything, so make sure you get it
somehow. Sell your soul if you have to. SamBurke2013-02-16, 05:05 PM We developed an itch to play an Aasimar paladin, and I came across special Aasimar racial feats ( while considering the builds. Especially Angelic Blood -Angelic Flesh - Angel chain of wings. Having really real angel wings sprouting from the back of my character obviously uses it to be strong (though not too
fast) to dig and fly. But can you channel three all feats guaranteed ENOUGH or useful if you were lying hands or opening a cool melee? I haven't really played much pathfinder, and I just don't have a lot of eyes for optimizations in systems. Recommend? I prefer hippogriff. It's monster-awesome, and it costs 500 GPs. Mergy2013-02-16, 05:13 PMIt three That's two. Angel Blood is a
prerequisite, and gives you a fairly weak +2 that records bad descriptive largesse such as profanity. However, this level 11 is the only prerequisite for getting Angel Wings. Now, if you want Metallic Wings, which allows you to make natural attacks with them, you also need Angelic Flesh. However, this is not necessary for flight speed. Jeivar2013-02-16, 05:26 PMIt is not three feats,
but two. Angel Blood is a prerequisite, and gives you a fairly weak +2 that records bad descriptive largesse such as profanity. However, this level 11 is the only prerequisite for getting Angel Wings. Now, if you want Metallic Wings, which allows you to make natural attacks with them, you also need Angelic Flesh. However, this is not necessary for flight speed. Oops. You are right. I
must admit that unlimited flights sound much better than the cost of just two feats. Baroncognito2013-02-16, 05:29 PMAngelic Blood sounds like fun to combine with the Holy Vindicator. Sure, it's just a point of damage, but the Holy Vindicator bleeds quite reliably. And now my mental image has become a man of license plates who pretends to be a whisper and sprays blood
everywhere. Slippery chicken2013-02-16, 05:46 PMOops. You are right. I must admit that unlimited flights sound much better than the cost of just two feats. Especially a low-op game, where you have the freedom to get a few sub-par feats here and there. So yes, go with your heart and fly between eagles. StreamOfTheSky2013-02-16, 06:06 PMIt is not only the feat cost, but the
min level required to take flight in these matters. It's okay, I'm not going to say it's bad. But that's not a very good deal either. It's definitely much better than no flight at all. 30' and average maneuverability (or worse in medium+ armor) 11. Basic fly magic 60' / good and land flight 40', ghost steeds can be ridiculously fast. Most flying monsters are also much faster. The others will
circle around. powered by vBulletin® Copyright © 2020 vBulletin Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Full Version View : Pathfinder Elements to increase pre-existing fly speeds Extra Anchovy2015-06-11, 12:53 AMI is looking for some kind of item that will increase the racial fly speed of a character, whether by increasing the speed of all modes of motion, especially by increasing fly
speed, or by providing a fly speed of stacks with available fly speeds. Do you have what spelling effects (or available items) do any of these three things? All I know is the expensive type for an item that is activated by hasty, continuous and even use. If there are no effects or substance-applicable spells that increase fly speed, what would be reasonable special pricing for someone
who increased the speed of the fly by, say, 30 meters? skypse2015-06-11, 11:03 a.m. The magic of (1) increases the speed by 10 and increases maneuverability by 1 step. You can get a wand from it for just 750 as a first level spell ... Irka is a unique grow, but any DM will most likely allow so it is not really limited in terms of power. Thurbane2015-06-11, 09:25 Air Heritage feat
increases innate flight speed. See if you can get a custom item that gives feat, especially if you need it as an item. If I'm not mistaken, the going rate for feat-giving items is 10,000 GPs. Shalist2015-06-11, 10:57 PMA repost 3.0/3.5 speed-up things instead of PF, but maybe it will be something you find useful: when applying multipliers to real-world values (such as weight or
distance), mathematics applies rather than normal rules ... Similarly, a blind creature trying to negotiate difficult terrain is counted as 4 frames (double the cost twice, ×4 for the total multiplier) instead of 3 frames (adding 100% twice). So speed multipliers, instead of added, are multiplied together. Psuedonatural for 2x, of course. For paragon 3x. Horned Helmet (AEG pg 133;
38,000g) for 2x speed. 'Rapid Wrath' (Ghostwalk; 11,702g) (carried spear) is another 2x. Shaundakul's Boots (MoF 165; 6,300g) for another 2x, but only 5 minutes every day. 'Wind in the back' (MoF 134; drd4, pg 134) doubles your tactical non-selective speed for 24 hours. 'Fly like an arrow' (Dragon Magazine #308; ask/wiz 4, hr/lvl) '10 times normal fly speed provides movement,'
but... just in a straight line, you can't help but move and you had to make a full move in the previous round... Even though it's still great. You can run for a series of rounds that are equal to your Constitutional score, but after that you must do the DC 10 Constitution audit to continue working. You should check again every round you continue to work with, and the DC of this check
increases by 1 for each check you make. When you fail this control, you must stop running it. When wearing the traveler's boots, it allows you to run for hours, effectively increasing the non-tactical speed by 4 or 5x, to make any Constitutional controls running or a mandatory walk (editing: to clarify), by the way, 'Calvaryman's Saddle' (Dmag 334, 8500g) gives you the feats of run
and endurance. Alternatively, the 'Panther mask (MIC pg 201, 2700g) gives only 'run'. Aeriel Alarcity (RoTW, lvl 4 spell, min/lvl) gives +30 (anonymous) to fly speed and +1 for manueverability. Cloud Wings (SS 64, magic, lvl 2 magic, min/lvl) gives +30 (anonymous) to fly at speed. Umbral metamorphism (ToM 156 22,000g) collar for +10 (untitled) speed from the 'Dark' template.
'Air Heritage' feat (Planeic manual pg 37) to +30 (unnamed) speed Haste or whatever (speed slotless horseshoes + UMD?) +30 (development) (development) at all speeds. To fly +20 (anonymous) for 'improved speed' feat. Shandukal's boots are at all speeds for +10 (unnamed). -Alter Self: Shift into something faster. -Chronocharm Horizon Walker (MIC, 500g) 'motion' as a quick
action 1/day. -Flyby attack (SRD) attack at any point during a movement. -Mobile magic casting feat (CA 111) Ditto for casting. -Flyby breath (Dragonlance Campaign Setting ~ pg55) Ditto for breathing, except for a pair of movements. -Strafing breathing (DCS) Breath AOE 1/2 fly speed has lengthened, you need to go in a straight line when breathing. skypse2015-06-12, 03:04
AMThe Air Heritage feat increases innate flight speed. See if you can get a custom item that gives feat, especially if you need it as an item. If I'm not mistaken, the going rate for feat-giving items is 10,000 GPs. Do you have a link to this feat in PF? Sounds really useful to my Griffon Rider, :D Thurbane2015-06-12, 06:42 AMIt 3.5 Circular Manual ( (p.37), but I'm not sure the
equivalent pf appears everywhere ©®. All rights reserved. Human neighbors tell horrific stories of massacres touched with frightened suspicion while talking strix. Strix, however, tells of a rape and a struggle for land and resources. For centuries, humans have occupied strix territory. Over time, Strix developed an ad hatred of oglu and has now fiercely maintained its ever-
decreasing numbers. Strix Race Characteristics +2 Dexterity, -2 Charisma: Strix tends to be fast and hard, but stubborn and temper fast. Strix: Strix strix is humane with its sub-type. Medium: Strix Has Medium creatures and no bonuses or penalties because of their size. Normal Speed: Strix has a base speed of 30 meters on land. It also has a fly speed of 60 feet (average). Low
Light Vision: Strix can see twice as much in dim light conditions as people. Darkvision: Strix can see up to 60 feet in the dark. Hate: Strix receives a +1 racial bonus that rolls the attack against humane creatures with human subse species due to special training against these hate enemies. Night: Strix dim light or Perception in the dark and Stealth controls earn a +2 racial bonus.
Suspicious: Strix illusion spells and throws against effects save you a +2 racial bonus. Languages: Strix strix starts playing speech. Those with High Intelligence scores can choose from: Auran, Common, Draconic, Giant, Gnome, Goblin, Infernal. Alternative Racial Features The following racial characteristics can be selected instead of existing strix racial characteristics. Check with
your GM before choosing any of these new options. Dayguard: Familiar with watching on his tribe throughout the day, strix earns a +2 racial bonus and considers Perception a class skill. This racial trait takes its place in the nocturnal. Scary: Strix looks particularly threatening and intimidate checks earn a +2 racial bonus, use this to your benefit. This racial trait takes its place in the
nocturnal. Agile: Strix Reflex saves a +1 racial bonus. This replaces dub suspected racial trait. Difficult: Strix Fortitude records a +1 racial bonus. This racial trait replaces the suspect. Wing Clipped: Wing clipped strix flight is weaker than normal, whether it's deformity or injury. Their fly speed is 20 feet (bad) instead of normal fly speed, and you need to check a DC 30 Fly to fly up.
Excluded by their tribe and having to deal with other races, this strix compensates for its weaknesses by winning a +2 racial bonus in Bluff, Climb and Diplomacy controls. Preferred Class Options The following options are available for all strixs with the listed class, and unless otherwise specified, the bonus applies each time you select the preferred class reward. Barbarian: Add +1
to the barbarian's total daily anger shell. Fighter: Add +1/4 from Strix's hate racist feature to the attack roll bonus. Monk: Add +1/4 point to monk's pool. Ranger: Add +1/2 lap to the bonus time given to ranger comrades using his hunter's bonding ability. Racial Archetypes Can be used for the following racial archetype strix. Aerial Ambusher (Fighter) Driven by suspicion and hatred,
strix stubbornly protect their territory, making lethal use of their flight. Using quick strokes from above, Strix fell on his enemies with deadly force. Weapon and Armor Proficiency: An aerial ambush is not enough with heavy armor or tower shields. Class Skills: An air-to-air lurker adds Fly to his list of class skills and removes Climb from the list of class skills. Combat Flyer (Ex): In
level 2, an aerial lurker can use his warrior bonus feats to choose Flyby Attack and Hover. That replaces courage. Acrobatics (e.g., at level 5, a stroller that ambushes from the air can perform fly control to move in a threatened area or specialist of the enemy instead of aerobatic control. This weapons training replaces 1. Flying Dodger (Ex): 9. This bonus is 11. This capability
replaces weapons training 2. Relegation Fee (e.g.): 13. These bonuses are 17. This weapons training replaces 3 and 4. New Race Rules The following options are available for strix. Horse Appreciate, other eligible breeds can also benefit from some of them. Strix Equipment Strix has access to the following equipment. Snag Net: This short, wide net is covered with barbed loops
and slipknots. It works like a typical net exotic weapon, except for the sightseeing weapon feature. If you defraud an opponent and hold the track rope, you can take turns controlling the maneuver to fight a journey against that opponent instead of attacking a melee; if you succeed, it can complete the opponent's flicker or opponent's loss by 1 point. The concentration of DC's casting
is the level of 17+ spells when wandering into a network of roughness. Escape Artist DC is 22 to escape a rough net. Strix Weapon Spaced WeaponsCostDmg (S)Dmg (M)CriticalRangeWeightTypeSpecial Net, bug30 gpsee textsee text-10 ft.10 lbs. See PTrip, text Strix Feats Strix has access to feat below. Stretched Wings You strengthen injured wings. Prerecuses: Str 13, Skill
Focus (Fly), strix, wing-cut racial property. Benefit: Your strix racial fly speed increases by 60 feet (average). To fly up, you ignore the wing-cropped featurefly control requirement. Strix Magic Items Strix has a fondness for such magical elements. Stonemist Cloak Aura pale conjuration (creation) and illusion; CL 3 Slot shoulders; Price 3,500 GP; Weight 1 lb. Description In rocky or
mountainous areas, when this stone gray cape is worn with the hood drawn around the head, the wearing Stealth controls earn a +5 competency bonus. Once a day, you can create an equivalent fog area of wearing fog hiding. Construction Requirements Craft Wondrous Item, Cloaking Invisibility, Fog Hiding; The cost of 1,750 GP Strix Spells Strix has access to the following
spells. Strong Wings School transformation; Level druid 1, ranger 1, wizard/wizard 1, witch 1 Casting Time 1 standard action Components V, S Range touch target creature While 1 minute/level Save Fortitude negates (harmless); Magic Resistance yes (harmless) To develop a category (good maximum) of maneuverability and +10 meters, which causes the target's wings to grow
stronger, increase its fly speed. This increase counts as a development bonus. It has no effect on large creatures or flying winged creatures. Fly.
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